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CONTACT YOUR AUTHORIZED POLY PARTNER FOR MORE DETAILS.

MICROSOFT BUILD INTENT WORKSHOPS
At Poly we understand that businesses may need help from Microsoft experts with 
highly specialized skillsets to drive Unified Communications (UC) transformation 
to Microsoft Teams.  Poly Build Intent Workshops for Microsoft Teams are designed 
towards accelerating your journey, including a rapid deployment program to address 
your current needs for business continuity, envision the possibilities, and efficiently 
realize your opportunities. These Workshops help make your users and employees 
more productive, efficient and secure while using Microsoft Teams, and are available 
to Microsoft approved Poly customers.

The Hybrid Meetings and Rooms Workshop is a modular engagement to identify and 
understand business priorities while focusing on specific scenarios that drive meetings 
culture transformation. This workshop engagement is designed to showcase modern 
meetings through “art of the possible” immersive experiences, use-case design, and 
deep-dive planning, resulting with actionable recommendations to deploy and adopt 
Microsoft Teams Meetings and Meeting Rooms. 

The Modernize Communications Workshop helps customers experience the vision for 
Microsoft Teams Calling with Phone System capabilities and advanced communication 
scenarios through a virtual workshop. It is designed to guide you through the process of a 
simplified enterprise voice solution with reliable, high-quality, integrated calling. Through 
“art of the possible” immersive experiences, use-cases, and deep-dive planning, you will 
gain actionable recommendations to deploy and adopt Microsoft Teams Calling with 
Phone system.

The Endpoint Management Workshop will show you how to leverage intelligent security, 
risk-based controls, zero-touch provisioning, advanced analytics, and deep integration 
to the Microsoft products you already use. Gain an executive deep dive into remote 
deployment, management, and the security of corporate and BYOD devices in your 
organization. Our goal is to show you the best ways to manage endpoints at the 
enterprise level. We’ll provide you with information on best practices for your 
Microsoft endpoint management.

The Microsoft Viva Workshop lets you discover how Microsoft Viva, an integrated 
platform built on top of Microsoft Teams, will help your people to be their best, to 
thrive in the new reality of a more flexible work world. Learn how Microsoft Viva helps 
organizations deliver personalized experiences to their employees with news, tasks, 
and conversations, provide data-driven insights and recommendations, organize content 
and expertise, and deliver formal and informal learning when and where it is needed.

ACCELERATING 
YOUR JOURNEY 
WITH CONFIDENCE

BENEFITS

• Remote workshops enabling 

acceleration of your journey 

to Microsoft Teams.

• Discover the viability of Microsoft  

Teams as a telephony solution.

• Learn how to transform meetings 

and audio conferencing across 

your organization.

• Envision agile work scenarios and 

empower employees to be connected, 

productive and secure from anywhere 

with Microsoft 365.

• Empower your teams to be confident, 

productive, and secure as they adapt 

to new ways of working with 

Microsoft 365.

• Enable your users to be productive 

with the applications they need, on 

the devices they want.

• Facilitates more productive 

conversations which are 

outcome based.


